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I. **North America Trips**

**USA**

**Alabama**
For the past 7 years Bethel has been invited to Gadsden, AL to minister at The Bridge. The Bridge provides substance abuse treatment and behavioral rehabilitation programs for adolescents (ages 12-18). The primary focus for my trip is to bring the transforming power of Jesus to these young men through active listening, prophetic words, inner healing and relationship building over the course of the trip. On my trip I will consistently see some of the most radical testimonies unfold before my eyes! I will see extreme transformation occur in the people I will be ministering to. After they experience encounters with God and His love they will change from being broken and hopeless to beaming and full of life. I will also get to spend time with an extremely giving local church community who love their "Bethel Crew". As a bonus, I will get to experience the wild side of Alabama's beautiful Little River Gorge on my free day.

**Arcata, CA**
Arcata Assembly is one of favorite churches on the California coast. They have a school of ministry with about 30 students and my team and I will be spending time pouring into that school as well as ministering in local churches. I will also be bringing God's love to the beautiful streets of Arcata through street evangelism. Arcata is known as a spiritual mecca, so it's a really open place where people are hungry for the supernatural and encounters. This will be a trip where I will get to bless the local church and see what Christ's love can do through me.

**Los Angeles - Hollywood**
I will be journeying into the depths of Los Angeles and to the heights of the Hollywood Hills. My team and I will be connecting with Expression 58 church, as well as multiple community organizations in the region, participating in a variety of outreaches throughout LA, Hollywood, and beach cities. Some of the possible ministry opportunities may include: leading worship and meetings at E58 and other local churches, bringing music and worship to the streets, outreach with ex-gang members, Hollywood sign prayer walk, Venice Beach Day, Revival History Tour, Homeless Karaoke, Skid Row, West Hollywood nightlife outreach, and home groups to love on Christian friends who work in the entertainment industry! I will be involved in bringing the Kingdom culture to one of the most diverse and influential cities in the world!

**Los Angeles - Verbo**
Bethel is playing a strategic role in the Verbo churches throughout the world in coming into their destiny of displaying the love and power of Jesus Christ. I will be joining my team in becoming a catalyst to this movement for a time of impartation and activation into the supernatural. I will be ministering in a Spanish speaking church, home churches, and bringing the Kingdom to the streets. The heart for my trip is for people to have love encounters so they can love themselves and the world. Students will be given the opportunity to be empowered through leading and teaching in the areas you are passionate about. My heart burns for people to have love encounters so they can love themselves and the world.

**Mammoth Lighthouse**
On my missions trip I will be able to connect with the Lighthouse Church in Mammoth California. I get to support the
church and be able to join in with the Holy Spirit and all that is going on there. My team and I will support and encourage the leaders of the church and spend time with the students of the School of Ministry in Mammoth. It will be a time to spread the love of God everywhere we go! My trip will be where adventure and fun are priority, and where freedom and love will guide me. I will have the privilege of connecting with amazing revivalists that have a heart to see revival spread over their city.

**New York - Business**
My mission's trip will take me deep into the heart of America’s finance and business center where I will demonstrate what partnering with God in the marketplace looks like. I will bring Heaven into boardrooms and meetings with executives, make declarations and bring the Holy Spirit’s presence. I will also journey into the New York Stock Exchange and other significant landmarks, pray and prophesy over influential business people and add momentum to putting God back into "In God we trust."

**Oregon**
On my trip I will be partnering with numerous revival churches in the beautiful state of Oregon coordinating a “Revival Tour” which will loop around the state. My team and I will be involved in a full worship band and outreach team. I believe that Oregon’s time is now! I will be involved in evangelism, music ministry, intercession, preaching, crusades, treasure hunts, prophetic art and so much more! I believe that Oregon's time for harvest is happening and I will be a part of the massive move of the Holy Spirit in this beautiful state.

**Redwood, CA**
I will be involved in a weekend of ministry to a Spanish speaking church in the Verbo denomination. Other Bethel has been sending teams to Verbo churches for the past four years and they are always hungry for the power and presence of God! I have a great opportunity to journey with this team to teach and preach on healing, the prophetic and the kingdom.

**Santa Barbara, CA**
Love looks like something, and this April, I have the opportunity to partner with Jason Lomelino and the Isle Vista church to bring the love of Christ to the local community and university. Isle Vista is an infamous party town located next to the University of California located in Santa Barbara. I will be partnering with their Jesus Burgers ministry and hit the party streets encountering the broken with the love of God. I not only minister on the streets but inside the Isle Vista church as well, encouraging and building up their team. I will dive into His love and grace and will let that overflow from me to those I encounter. “Our heart has been and continues to be, a demonstration to the people in our community that Jesus loves them just as they are, not as who they should be (Jason Lomelino).”

**San Francisco - Promised Land**
My team and I will be staying in the heart of the city, working with the Promised Land Fellowship. I will take the Kingdom of God to the ONLY major US city to have not experienced a major move of God in it's city limits! I am
partnering with PFL in releasing revival through signs and wonders and connecting the hearts of sons and daughters back to the Father through street ministry. I will also be ministering to the church through prophecy, and giving them a new sense of destiny and through further equipping the saints for the work of serving their community with the fullness of the Gospel. I want to see this city come into it's destiny with all it's creative force, taking all that God has given me through radical love and power, giving it to the church and the people on the streets.

San Francisco - YWAM
I will be staying at and working with Youth With A Mission base that is located in San Francisco. On this trip I will invade impoverished neighborhoods with compassion and power. I will bring food, clothing and other material items to the homeless, prostitutes and drug addicts where YWAM has already been ministering; I will see addicts set free, prostitutes feel the love of Papa God, destiny provoked through prophetic words, and salvation in its fullness. MY OVERALL GOAL: To see people restored physically, mentally, spiritually and economically... stopping for the “One”!

Texas
I will be traveling to Austin, Texas with my team and will be partnering with Hope In the City (HITC), a local city church in southwest Austin. HITC is an established and thriving church going after revival in Austin and on local University Campuses, it is also home of a missions training center called Hope for the Nations, that sends and supports church planting teams all over the world. I have an amazing opportunity to go into one of the fastest growing cities in America that has a huge value for art, government, media, university education, and technology. Ministry activation will include partnering with HITC in their local church services, downtown ministry in bars, clubs, music venues and the streets, ministering to the homeless, and HITC’s college group ministry on the University of Texas campus. My team and I will have opportunities to perform live music, dance and spoken word in downtown clubs for those of us who want to share the Kingdom through their individual artistic expressions.

Washington DC
I have a heart for government, leaders, politics and people of influence and while on this trip I will have the privilege of partnering with different ministries in the Washington DC area to bring the Kingdom in one of the most powerful cities on earth. I will get to pray for our nation and it's leaders in the places where America is shaped, at the Supreme Court, the capitol building, on the mall, at the White House, and all around the city. I will have the chance to minister both in local churches and to people who are working everyday to bring the Kingdom in the government, to leaders and influential people in this city. There will also be the incredible chance to discover the rich revival heritage of this country taking a tour of different sites key in the history of this nation.

Canada:

Canada – Saskatoon
I will be partnering with Awakening Church in Saskatoon Canada to feed into and see increase in the revival that is coming to Canada! I will be pouring into church leaders, equipping the saints in a supernatural lifestyle, prophesying, healing the sick and pressing into regional transformation as I release the power of God over a city. I, also, have an
incredible opportunity to leave a deposit with a company of people that have a vision for their city and their nation. What I bring will leave an impact for generations to come.

II. Central/South America Trips

Mexico:

Guadalajara
The missions trip that I am going to in Guadalajara is going to be truly amazing! I will be visiting, with my team, a number of different churches, which are all connected, and to the local missionaries, Andy and Karyn Pricer. One of my team’s destinations is "Dirt Church," a church plant in the heart of one of the poorest sections of the city, it even has it’s own School of Ministry! I will be teaching and demonstrating the Kingdom in every way possible. I want to pass on the heart of the Kingdom culture so that these churches don’t just experience revival for a day or a week, but that they will sustain revival and that it will become a part of who they are. As a team member, I will have the opportunity to flow in various ministries; the prophetic, healing, teaching and evangelism to name a few.

La Paz
I have the wonderful opportunity to come alongside Pators Angel and Ester Nava, of Seeds Of Life church in La Paz, to fan the flames of revival that continue to grow even stronger & spread throughout Mexico and to see Jesus move in amazing ways like never before. I will see the captives set free, the sick healed, the dead raised, and be able to love the unlovable, by being Jesus to them in bringing more of His love, freedom, power, & praise to the awesome country of MEXICO!!!!

Mexico City
With over 20 million people, Mexico City is the third largest metropolitan area in the world. The Holy Spirit has been radically invading this city, taking Pastor Agustin and his church to even higher levels of supernatural experiences. Previous BSSM missions trips have seen extreme growth in the last five years happening with the people, in their church and community as the anointing and power has increased. I am traveling with the team south of the border to bring more of the Bethel culture to Mexico City as we conduct healing services, lead street encounters, visit hospitals, do children and youth ministry. My team and I will be breaking into smaller teams to invade other local churches with the Holy Spirit.

Tecate
Rancho is located in the country but it’s close to the sprawling megatropolis of Tijuana, Mexico. Rancho covers about 20 acres and includes a School of Ministry, a daycare center with about 180 kids and several homes for orphans. I will be helping with giving out meals with around 150 kids and teens. My team and I will have tons of opportunities for outreach in some very poor neighborhoods and churches. One of the highlights that I will get to experience is volunteering at a teen center with soccer, basketball and roller-skating. The Rancho Staff is committed to revival and
is connected to Bethel Redding and the senior leaders are originally from Mountain Chapel in Weaverville. I will spend time each day on projects including construction and landscaping, and I will also have multiple opportunities for preaching, healing and sharing of all the good things God is doing.

**Tepic**
The team of revivalists and myself are traveling to Tepic, Mexico to bring encounters with the love of Jesus as people experience His power through miracles. My team and I will be emptying entire floors of local hospitals with God's power (as it has been done in the past), visiting tribal communities, preach in open air events, speak at church plants and in a discipleship school, and do treasure hunts for supernatural evangelism with translators. I will be equipping the local churches to walk in the same level of revival that I have experienced and witnessed at Bethel. My team, myself and the church members will all be challenged to reach deeper into God's heart, to experience His powerful presence so that we can ultimately give it away through encounters everywhere we go! I will be challenged to take big risks and I plan on seeing God do amazing miracles through me!

**Tijuana**
Our team will be based out of a camp that Bethel has been coming to every year for the past 11 years. There is revival breaking out among the local pastors who have set up a network of churches including the Ensenada area. My team and I will minister as worship leaders, children's ministers and have opportunity to preach, teach and give words of knowledge in local church meetings. Open Heavens are over the area and there is expectancy for the supernatural in the community. I will also minister on the streets with prophetic art, treasure hunts, drama and many other forms of outreach. With my team, I will get to visit the legendary Revolution Street for a large evening crusade using various local churches to assist us in reaching out to the lost. I will get to be used by God through loving the poor, spending time with tons of children, healing the sick and encourage the local pastors as we partner with them to see revival change a nation. I will get to end the trip with a blow up service at a sister church located in southern California, hang out on the beach and enjoy how good my God is.

**Tijuana - Film/Media Trip**
Our team will have the amazing opportunity to be a part of the first documentary film to be co-produced by Bethel Media and Bethel Missions. Myself and a team of us passionate artists, ready to take the media mountain, whether our heart is for producing, cinematography, audio, photojournalism, writing or editing, will be going to Tijuana, Mexico to document the Red Light District. In addition to filming in the Red Light District, we will also get to heal the sick, prophesy, treasure hunt, love the poor and minister to children. Our goal will be to capture the heart of God on film and make Him famous!

**Central America**

**Costa Rica**
I have been given an opportunity to see my dreams become reality as God has opened the doors for revival in Costa Rica! Starting with a 3 day intensive Crusade in Neily, Costa Rica, God's love and power will be displayed through the team over the course of 11 days. Following the crusade the team and I will split up into smaller teams and each of us will play an active role in releasing the power of the Holy Spirit in the cities and regions of Heredia, San Jose,
Talamanca, Moravia, and Punta Arenas. Last year the team left services with no one left in pain or in need of healing! Some of the miraculous hearings that were seen were wheelchairs being emptied, deaf ears being opened, cancer dissolving, a girl with 9 years of blindness completely healed, and people leaving the meeting without their walkers! I will learn how to host the Presence of God as I release the kingdom in emergency rooms, the marketplace, and multiple churches located in the mountains and in the cities. As a team we will also be conducting a leaders conference, healing and prophetic activations, prophetic art sessions and other breakout sessions at a variety of church locations. I will be activated in healing and the prophetic as well as experience a life changing and life altering experience as I watch God display His raw power to the nation of Costa Rica through my own hands. I will not just see bodies healed, but I will see spirits come alive through the harvest of souls that God has promised!

**El Salvador**

I am traveling to El Salvador to work with and support a local ministry, Amazing Love Ministries, and churches both in the capital and rural areas. Within San Salvador, the capital, I will specifically be imparting and training youth, from ages 18-30, who are hungry for God, but do not fit into the traditional church; many of these youth are extreme athletes, musicians, or come from challenging backgrounds. I will impart the love and power of God to them, and equip them to minister in the power of the Holy Spirit. In addition, I will also get to minister in a local orphanage and churches in rural El Salvador.

**Guatemala**

Guatemala is a country that is ripe for revival and is ready to be taken for Jesus! Because of the foundation that has been laid from previous trips, I expect this to be an explosive and fruitful trip! I will be equipping, empowering, activating, and releasing revival through miracles and healing, the prophetic, and supernatural evangelism. I will have the special opportunity to activate and minister to the Guatemalan Ministry School students. My fellow team members and I plan to bring the Kingdom with power into markets, the streets, schools, hospitals, and churches in Guatemala. I am prepared to see the Kingdom and revival be released through me and my team so that Guatemala will never be the same!

**Honduras**

My team and I will be traveling to Honduras to be involved in an all kids church that is led by Jim and Julie Nelms. I will be partnering with kids of all ages that have also been trained in revival lifestyle— healing the sick, going on treasure hunts, and even reaching out to addicted adults on the island. We want to join with the Nelms and these kids, loving and encouraging them, sharing the kingdom, laughing and celebrating in God's presence, and coming alongside of them in ministry on the island, where immorality and drug addiction are the accepted norm. I will also be ministering to the moms of these kids as well as holiday party-goers who come to the island for Easter, there is absolutely no limit to what God is going to do through my team and I on this trip!

**Honduras - San Pedro Sula**

My team and I will be joining with the pastors in San Pedro Sula, Jose and Veronica, who have a love for citywide outreach. I will come to their church community to train and activate everyone in the supernatural through love and powerful outreaches. My team's heart is to come in low as servants serving the kings and queens of Honduras with joy and peace. I will be going into the schools, hospitals, and the streets planning on seeing incredible miracles and restorations! I'm incredibly excited for what God is going to do in this city of love as well as the growth that I will experience on this trip!
Nicaragua
Bethel teams have been going to Nicaragua for many years and on the first trip God spoke: "The mountains are open, whoever gets there first, can have them!". Every year Bethel hears of how there is more and more of God's favor and breakthrough being released in Nicaragua. The people of Nicaragua have an ever-increasing thirst for more, and my team and I will empower them and partner with them to bring the Holy Spirit to their nation. While here, I will get to do ministry that will also include: teaching & imparting Kingdom culture to a Swedish mission school, and serving in local elementary schools. I will get to build on existing relationships with pastors, entrepreneurs and coffee farmers while releasing the glory everywhere my team and I go.

Nicaragua - RAMA Islands
My team and I will follow God's heart to the tiny island of Rama Cay and his love to reach deep into this indigenous tribe. The Rama people are a total of 1200 who live on a set of small islands off the Caribbean coast of Nicaragua. Religion and addiction are rampant, but... GOD will go with us! On this trip, the team and I will go by boat to remote villages, live on an island, eat lots of fish and coconut, maybe sleep in tent or hammock; basically we will live like the Islanders do and experience their culture in their world! I will leave civilization behind, worship God with all ,u heart and see JESUS get His full reward!!

South America

Colombia
For decades, Colombia has been known as a hub for the drug and sex industry; but after years of conflict and oppression, the nation is hungry for transforming revival! From devastated barrios and ravaged brothels to thriving mega church aisles, the Kingdom of Heaven will explode in power, joy, and radical love throughout the city of Medellin. My team and I will be partnering with an incredible group of local revivalists to go to places we have never gone before, becoming friends with the poorest of the poor, hugging the most hostile, healing the broken, and releasing the presence of God to fill the city. Amongst other things, I will be doing crusade-style evangelism, leading treasure hunts, ministering to street kids, widows, and prostitutes, and equipping hungry believers to see lasting revival in their city. During this trip I will dive into the heart of God, do things I've never done and see Him move through me in more ways than I could ever have dreamed of!

Ecuador
Every year that BSSM students have journeyed to Ecuador they have continued to see God's spirit move, transform and heal many lives in this beautiful South American country, and I expect to see the same on my trip to Ecuador! With my team, I will be involved in working with city officials, prophesying life and hope, operating in words of knowledge, and we will be partnering with, Geo and Charity Osorio, BSSM grads that are living and ministering in Ecuador, by impacting and transforming the business mountain. On this trip I will be used by God to release the hope, joy, and peace that He has equipped me with, to bring impact and lasting change to Ecuador.
**Ecuador Justice**

"JUSTICE: THE RESTORATION OF EVERY VIOLATION OF LOVE." – Jennifer Toledo – That is what the heart of this trip is. I will have the opportunity release justice every step I take in the country of Ecuador. There is nothing like encountering God's love with someone who has never known that He loves them! It's not hard to love God and it's such a blissful joy to share it with street kids, prostitutes, kids in youth prisons and so many other ministry opportunities. Bethel team in the past three years have partnered with Jennifer and Jonathan Toledo, who brought the simplicity of the gospel and the love of God. Please be prepared to be snuggled to death, unraveled and overcome by the yummy goodness of God's presence. I will be going with a servant's heart, willing to serve and support the existing ministries and churches that pour their hearts and lives into the people of Quito, Ecuador, day after day. I will, also, be staying with host families, and by doing so, I'll able to pour out blessings on the residents, as well as participate in their home life and culture.

**Peru**

Building on relationships formed over the last few years that previous students have made, myself and my team's objective is simply to serve with love, honor and power, demonstrating the heart of the Father. I will be stretched and challenged as I respond to the various unknowns that unfold throughout the trip, all the while walking out what I've been learning and growing in throughout my studies at Bethel. I will be blessed to be able to visit some significant historic sites, along with the option of seeing Machu Picchu. I could even eat an alpaca!

**III. Africa Trips**

**Kenya**

I am going with my team of fellow students who are hungry to release the goodness of God's heart deep into the heart of Africa. Prostitution and sex trafficking are quickly becoming an ever increasing culture, hitting the village of Mtwapa, just north of Mombasa, Kenya. Children, bought and sold as the norm are the foundations for this region. After sitting with the poor and seeing God's heart for the child sex slave and hearing his passion and solutions, Justice Rising has set up a base in the middle of the brothel. Going in with a heart to hit the violations from all angles, they work in three stages. Prevention. Intervention and Rescue. Bella House- Bella House girls will be on holiday from school so I will be spending some of the time loving the girls and helping to make their summer vacation full of fun. There will be opportunity to head up devotional times with the girls and walk them through encounters. I will, also, be involved in family worship times, teaching times and will also join the family on outings and fun activities around the house. My team and I have a heart to be move in love and through everyday living tucked in papa's heart, see transformation come to a region and a brothel shut down and replaced with a culture of love and respect! I am so excited to be a part of this life changing; a real deal missions trip!

**Mozambique Iris**

“Love must look like something,” Heidi Baker. We will join Iris Ministries in Northern Mozambique, to bring transformation to a nation, one child at a time. We will stay at the Pemba base, home to the children rescued from the streets. We will feed, hug and hold the children, love the widows, travel to the bush, invest in local Pastors and encourage and lift up the local missionaries. This trip is about becoming a tangible expression of the love of the Father to the people of this nation.

**Rwanda**

For the first time in BSSM history, I have the incredible privilege of being apart of a powerful team of leaders going deep into the heart of Africa! Rwanda will be the target of our love. My desire is to go in low, love and serve the
Apostolic leaders, faithful Pastors and hungry students at Schools of Ministry in Kigali and Ruhengeri. My ministry opportunities will include: teaching, preaching, worship leading, prophetic training, evangelism, healing, and multi-day events. I am also excited to see God's love on display in refugee camps, hospitals and orphanages. My team and I will be taking BIG RISKS, practice being led by the Spirit and receive supernatural upgrades as we see people set free and brought into wholeness - mind, body and spirit! My personal core values will be to minister from a place of intimacy, grace, love and power.

**Sierra Leone**
The Lord has given my team and I favor with the President, First Lady, Vice President, Parliament, spiritual leaders, the national council of intercessors, and other top leaders of Sierra Leone. And each year, this team meets personally with them, prophesying encouragement, hope, and inspiration. Kris Vallotton prophesied that the Lord is taking Sierra Leone from third-world to first-world in 14 years, my team and I will be speaking into it and watching it happen! We have the absolute honor to go and directly influence a nation for Jesus!

**South Africa**
I am going to SOUTH AFRICA!! Join me as I travel all over the nation training and equipping people in the Gospel of Grace, Releasing Revelation on the Finished Work of the Cross, and Demonstrating the Kingdom of God and His power through Salavations, Healings, Deliverances, Miracles, Signs, and Wonders. I, along with my team, will be ministering in dumps, orphanages, churches, villages, schools, prisons, homes, and on the streets. Ministry opportunities will be endless. I am incredibly excited and privileged to serve this country!

**South Africa - University**
The fires of revival have been lit and are steadily growing at WITS University and the University of Johannesburg in South Africa. Leaders in Transformation (a kingdom based campus outreach) has asked Bethel to come and partner with them in fanning the flames by training over 1,000 kingdom revivalists in the prophetic, words of knowledge, prophetic art, treasure hunts, as they reach out to the over 80,000 students on their main campuses as well as satellite campuses throughout the country. This is the first generation post apartheid that is being educated to change their continent. LIT's vision is to see it be one of kingdom transformation. I have a heart for college students and want to impact a generation as well as a continent. Will you join in sending me to South Africa? I will also be ministering the Father's love in a few mining towns, doing services at His People Church and prophetically ministering at key businesses that are supporting the revival. The place is ripe for an explosion! Join me for an exciting adventure!

**South Sudan**
South Sudan is the newest country in the world, formed after years of civil war and unrest. South Sudan is ripe for harvest and open to the move of the Holy Spirit. My team and I will be investing in Iris Sudan,YWAM, and other ministries in the area. Along with this, I will be conducting leadership development training, healing meetings, and invite Holy Spirit to come to a new level. I will be staying in tents for some the trip and living like the people do-bucket baths and all! And I want to make a significant contribution to what God is doing among an entire nation and don't mind getting a little dirty. With that said I believe this is the best decision I will make all year.

**Uganda**
After suffering over a 23 year civil war, God is bringing hope, restoration and revival to the country of Uganda! During
this trip I will be pouring the love of God over the country of Uganda. I will have the opportunity to minister to church leaders, share hope in prisons, bring love into the slums, introduce Jesus to street kids, and share the healing power of Jesus in hospitals. I am incredibly excited and privileged to serve this country!

**Zimbabwe**

My team and I will be continuing to build Bethel's pioneering venture in Zimbabwe alongside long-term missionary Tracy Evans. I will be doing lots of teaching and activation in churches around Marondera and Harare where our main in-country relationships are, particularly helping to inspire and rally involvement for the first school of ministry plant in Zimbabwe that will be starting in the summer! I will bring strength and refreshing to pastors and leaders, and may also have the opportunity to minister in schools and prisons. While in Zimbabwe I will continue building kingdom culture with the beautiful people there, equipping them to cultivate and reproduce it themselves. I will also have the priceless opportunity to personally experience and glean from Tracy, one of Bethel's heroes.

**IV. Middle East Trips**

**Dubai**

I will be ministering, alongside my team, in a very strategic part of the world. I will be infiltrating this country by walking in love, grace, compassion, wisdom, authority, and power. The world needs an encounter with God and it's my privilege to take it to an unreached people group. My trip will include preaching, healing, prophesying, outreach, and activating and releasing churches into greater levels of God's manifest presence and power.

**Middle East**

The heart of my trip is to go into land that has been hidden in darkness for so many years and bring the Light. I will be sharing the love of Jesus to locals and leaders in one of the most restricted regions in the world. My team and I will be hosting small meetings and imparting the culture of Heaven that is so desperately needed. I will be teaching English and skills to men, women and children, practically helping them to get outside of their confinements and dream again. I also will be supporting and building up the long-term workers. This trip will be all about carrying the atmosphere of heaven and demonstrating the presence of God. I believe I will see greater hope being released and greater levels of the miraculous as I humbly, alongside my team, in serve the long-term workers and locals, in joy and love.

**Israel**

On this trip I will have the chance to walk where Jesus walked and do what Jesus did, releasing the Kingdom in Prior to departing for Israel I will receive further in depth training through the healing rooms and evangelism in the streets, where I will get involved. Worship, prophecy, and prophetic intercession along with healing will be emphasized on this trip. In Israel my team and I will be holding two healing schools, one in Jerusalem and one in Tel Aviv, lead worship during those two healing schools and release a healing anointing for all who attend. I will have opportunity to pour into key relationships that have been developed over the last seven trips, and to bring God's healing love to international visitors at tourist sights. We will impact leaders who are transforming the nation of Israel today. On my trip to Israel I will have an amazing opportunity to fulfill two dreams at once: travel Israel, and get activated in the supernatural.
V. **Asia Trips**

**Asia - Central**
I have been invited, along with my team, to come and partner together with a community of radical leaders and laid-down lovers who are quite literally transforming this gateway to the “roof of the world” through powerful demonstrations of the love and goodness of Jesus! On this trip I have an incredible opportunity to invest deeply into our existing and emerging relationships with this amazing community of believers, the land, and its people. My team and I have been invited to serve alongside our local brothers and sisters to see the wave of revival that has begun to sweep this region continue to grow and gain momentum. I will have the honor of pouring out joy, as well as teaching, imparting, and investing myself to encourage this community in the ‘supernatural’ during focused events. I will also have the opportunity to explore remote and stunningly beautiful mountain areas and releasing life-changing encounters with the “Most High God”. This is a high activation trip offering a diversity of opportunities, such as teaching, worship, youth/children, treasure hunts, personal prayer, street ministry, prophetic, healing, etc.

**Asia - Southeast**
Revival is breaking out in this beautiful region of Asia! On this trip the team and I will be leading a pastor’s conferences, teaching and preaching in many churches, going on treasure hunts in ancient cities, ministering at YWAM, connecting with influential leaders and ministering to women in the Red Light District of Phnom Pen. The women in Cambodia are waiting to have an encounter with God through me and to be transformed forever through LOVE! I will be working with a few ministries that rescue women out of sex trafficking and get to bless and minister to the women and their families. Last year the team saw cancer healed in the hospital, along with many other miracles and lives changed forever! The pastors in Cambodia encountered God in new ways and signs and wonder and miracles like never before! While on this trip I will be fully empowered and activated in preaching, prophecy, words of knowledge, healing, creative arts, childrens ministry and worship while having FUN!!

**Japan**
I will be traveling to where previous teams have been building a great relationship with Kingdom minded friends in Osaka, Shizuoka and many other parts of Japan. Japan is seeing a shift in the kingdom culture, and many in the church are hungry and being stirred to step out and see Heaven invade Earth. My team and I will break into smaller teams to minister to as many different groups as possible, ranging from traditional churches to house churches, from Japanese to foreigners and missionaries. My trip will provide ample opportunity to love on individuals and groups through relationship, ministry, encouragement, and activation. I may also get to share at church services or in youth ministry meetings. The leaders in Japan have asked that my team and I will equip and empower their people in the supernatural.

**India**
The power and love of God is moving over the land of India!! Over one billion people made up of Hindu extremists, Muslims, Witch Doctors, Prostitutes, Orphans, and some of the poorest people on this earth … India is ripe for the revival love and fire of Jesus!!! This year I have an opportunity to go to the southern state of Karnataka to continue to build relationships that have already been established last year, as well as venturing into new territory in the north, such as medical outreaches, visiting hindu temples, orphans, slums, lepers and preaching to the masses. God has given me a huge heart for the poor and the people of India and I am excited for the opportunity to the hands and feet of Jesus in this nation. “Stop for the One … Love the One!” ~Heidi Baker
India - Justice
I have the wonderful opportunity to love relentlessly, serve passionately and see Heaven invade India. I will be partnering, along with my team, with Mercy29 in radically changing the hearts and lives of those hungry for love, healing and revival. I will be ministering to widows and orphan, to empower them to become sons and daughters and see how the king of kings truly is the desire of all nations. Mercy29 (http://mercy29.org), who we will be partnering with for our trip, work in the state of Andhra Pradesh along India's southeastern coast. Their mandate is to love the untouchable, the outcast, and the overlooked. On this trip I will be coming ready to serve them and join with their hearts in loving the orphans, encouraging churches and bringing the kingdom into the dust and bustle of India.

Philippines
I will be involved in miracles, signs and wonders as well as creative arts explosion are breaking out in the Philippines, which will harvest all of Asia. I will be a part of a team that will awaken Filipinos to whom God truly is through supernatural healing, joy, signs and wonders, and kingdom creativity throughout the land. My mission is to set the hearts of the Filipino people on fire with the LOVE of Jesus and release them to the nations. My team and I will be ministering at leaders conferences, open-air crusades and ministry to the poor, governmental leaders and people of influence. Places are being strategically set up for my team and I, where I will be activated in a few major cities within the Philippines where there is a hunger for the supernatural and Bethel's DNA. I will also be partnering with Erica Greve of Unlikely Heroes (visit unlikelyheroes.com), a non- profit organization dedicated to the abolition of child sex slavery and exploitation in the US and abroad. I will have an opportunity to provide the girls that were rescued from sex trafficking with the therapeutic treatment services they would need to get a second chance for life.

South Korea
One hundred years ago Korea experienced a powerful move of God's revival and from that historical outpouring of the Holy Spirit birthed churches all over the nation. Korea was split into two nations after Korean war and to this day is separated so as we go to this 'Morning Glory' nation I am going to be Jesus's hands and feet to bring renewal, revival, healing, restoration, identity, and reconciliation to the people of South Korea in Seoul. I am going to minister to churches through conferences, to Korean celebrities, street evangelism, intercede and do prophetic acts/declaration near the South Korea and North Korea border. It is a pioneering trip as this is a first mission trip to Korea from BSSM so I am going to be challenged, stretched, and carry the heart of the Father for the nation of North Korea.

Thailand/Cambodia - IDignify
I have the amazing opportunity of going to Thailand and Cambodia to minister to the poor, the broken, the trafficked and the children. This trip will be lead by Bob Johnson, who will lead our team through these two countries in Asia. In Thailand & Cambodia we will work with trafficked women and children, ministering to the staff who pour their lives out for the lost and broken, preach the gospel to the persecuted, hold broken orphans, give water filters to slum villages where there is no clean water and so much more! Basically I, along with my team, will love with all I have.

Thailand - Mae Sot
During this trip I will be in both Mae Sot and Bangkok, Thailand. Mae Sot is a village on the border of Thailand and Burma. I will be working with Burmese refugees in a school for Burmese and Thai children. In Bangkok my team and I
will be partnering with an organization working with women coming out of the sex trade. I will be ministering to leaders, orphans, and the broken, as well as heal the sick, love the fatherless and feed the poor.

**Thailand - Pattaya**
Combining the World of Performing Arts & International Church Transformation, it is God's heart to pour out grace and mercy in the darkest places of the World. In Pattaya, a World tourist hot spot, my team and I will be partnering with True Friend Church & UCC Bangkok, ministering in some of the most intense Red Light Districts. There, I will be releasing glory on the streets through Sound, Music, Dance, & Creative Arts, We will be Leading Worship in Bars, Ministering to Prostitutes, and Sex Trade Victims. I will have opportunities to do prayer acts, evangelism, prophetic ministry, teaching, music & dance performance, intercession, and atmosphere shifting through love, honor & power. I will be activated to minister to the poor, lost, and broken, as well as to key church leaders and missionaries. I will realize who I am and what God’s heart is for the dark places, the lost, and the world.

**VI. Europe Trips**

**Bulgaria**
The trip will start off with an outreach in NYC to celebrate the 2nd Annual United Nation’s Holiday: The International Day of Happiness. Celebratory outreaches will take place at the UN building, in Central Park, and other locations through the city. The core value of this holiday is “you are worth more than what you can produce” These are the values of Jesus, so we are going to NYC to show the world what everlasting happiness truly is. In Bulgaria, we will have the opportunity to be the literal hands & feet of Jesus to the most rejected people group in Eastern Europe - the Gypsies. Unlike the stereotypes held about them, they are some of the warmest and most loving people one has ever met. With hungry hearts, they are responding to the outpouring of the Holy Spirit. Being the poorest of the poor they do not have a “reputation” to lose, and therefore are not ashamed to let themselves get lost in worship, or of the manifestations of the Holy Spirit. We will join the Banovs on a lively journey through the Bulgarian countryside to various Gypsy camps and release the Kingdom through worship to the King of Kings. We are ready to dance with the Gypsies for hours, fill our arms with their happy children, and see Heaven invade their lives as Jesus loves on them.

**Croatia/Austria**
Our history with Croatia and began 5 years ago. The soil is prepared and ripe and the people are hungry for Revival and restoration. Last year’s trip saw some of the craziest miracles and outreaches of Jesus in the city. This greatly encouraged the churches and we have momentum to see a huge increase this coming year. On this trip we will activate the people to get into their own city and take it back for God. We will be training the churches in healing, preaching in churches, supernatural outreach and prayer walks. For the 2nd half of our trip we will be traveling over to Austria where they are getting extremely hungry for God. Here we will do inter church conferences and outreach, spreading across the nation to different cities and taking the churches to a new level. Here is a link to see some of testimonies from last year! www.youtube.com/watch?v=-1MJRqOy2LY

**England**
“The bells are ringing in the UK...The seeds of revival that have been planted in the UK, that have been thought dead, are going to be resurrected...You are going to see things you have never seen before...You will have your breakthrough,” (Beni Johnson, May 2012). “The UK is an island floating on revival,” Mark Brookes.

No other country has such a rich revival history and so many prophetic words as the UK does, and it's currently at a
tipping point. This summer Bethel teams saw deaf ears open, paralysis leave; thumbs grow back, and an unprecedented hunger for God and this is an exciting time that I am honored to be a part of what’s happening in the UK. I’ll be touring England taking part in youth, healing, and Women’s conferences; church meetings, outreach on the streets, prophetic/intercessory prayer on the land, preaching, music ministry, prophetic art, ministering to a London police department, and revival sightseeing! I am prepared to take bold steps of faith for love and see God do miracles through my hands. This trip is about blessing the UK while my team and I flow in the Holy Spirit, shift atmospheres, and partner with what God is doing in a moment.

**Germany/Holland**

Germany and Holland are two amazing countries eagerly waiting what you carry. We will be traveling between three cities, Duisburg and Euskirchen Germany, and Ede Netherlands. There will be many opportunities for street ministry, preaching in churches and in small groups, and if this trip will be anything like last year, some surprises as well! This trip will require a lot of walking. Europe has amazing public transportation systems, but many of the locations we will be walking to and from are close enough not to require using a train or bus. Please keep this in mind! If you have a heart for partnering with God’s church in Europe and for reaching people on the streets, we would love to have you join us!

**Iceland**

Iceland is a nation of prophetic promise! Its land is naturally beautiful - strong and enduring, like the people who inhabit it. They are open to the supernatural and have a solid foundation of faith. A family who attended BSSM has planted a church and school of ministry just outside the capital city of Reykjavík. We will be partnering with them to support and bless their church, school, and community. My team will be highly activated to serve and release the Kingdom through worship, Sozo, outreach/activation, teaching/training, prophetic, and healing.

**Ireland**

I am prepared to fall in love with this country and the Irish people. I will be ministering up and down the eastern seaboard of Ireland going to the cities of Dublin, Brae, Swords, and Belfast. My team’s heart and my heart is to release hope and victory to churches, schools, and local streets. I will be partnering with a broad spectrum of ministries and God will move in powerful ways in this beautiful country.

**Italy**

I am going to the land of hospitality - Italia bella!, where I will pour into leaders, artists, business people and pastors in the ancient heart of Europe. The people my team and I will meet there want to connect with us, to share their homes, resources and gifts, and to draw on what God has given to us. We will be ministering in local churches and holding a conference in Tuscany. I will help to nurture these long-term, transformational relationships and in return will experience the stunning beauty of the land, the wealth of its history, and the generosity of its people.

**Norway**

Norway is an epicenter of revival in Europe, and we want to invite you to be a part of what God is doing. We will be traveling to a number of cities all over Norway, pouring into the family/relationships we have there. We will have opportunities to see His Kingdom established through conferences, youth camps, outreaches, as well as partnering with Nordic School of Supernatural Ministry. We will also be doing a conference in Åre, Sweden with the Lighthouse church, and will be working with the founder and leader of Get Focused, a nationwide network that has birthed one of the largest youth movements in Norway. We will be preaching the Word of God, releasing the Kingdom, and
investing into our Norwegian family. Our desire is to see the Father’s heart for Norway released!

Russia
I am going for an adventure into the heart of mother Russia, to the beautiful cities of St. Petersburg, north capital of Russia and Krasnoyarsk, the capital of Siberia. There, my team and I will partner with local churches that are passionate about revival and are poised to impact the entire nation of Russia, and I get to be a part of it! I will travel to close surrounding areas and churches releasing anointing, teaching, impartation, and also ministering on the streets. My team and I will have opportunities to teach a lot about prophetic ministry on this trip, I will also get to minister in my gifts and also to be stretched as well! Whether it is intercession & atmosphere shifting, teaching, worship, healing, prophetic ministry, sozo, or treasure hunting, there will be many venues for my passion and fire to be ignited and released.

Slovakia
Slovakia is a beautiful country in Eastern Europe that needs revival. God has already been stirring the Slovakian young people to bring healing, miracles, signs and wonders to their nation. Some of them have even already attended Bethel Church and Conferences.
I am part of a small team who have a heart and passion to bring revival through prophetic art, singing, dancing, treasure hunt and healing. We want to share and impart all that we have received through BSSM to people who are hungry for the more of God. We will be spending 4 days in Sliac and 4 days in Nova Dubnica. We will be speaking and imparting at two conferences planned for us in these two cities. Accommodation will be in families. We expect to see and release revival, healing and breakthroughs in this beautiful nation that needs Revival!!

Spain
For the past few years God has been raising up hunger throughout the nation of Spain. My team and I will help the believers there experience the power of God in everyday Christian life. This is BSSM’s first trip ever to Spain that responds to this hunger. For years Spain has had the reputation of being “the graveyard for missionaries, the dry place and a hard land”, but the first sparks of revival are beginning to be visible and my team and I believe that its time for paradigm shifts in this nation. I will be travelling to different parts of the nation and reopening wells of revival in cities that experienced revival decades ago. My time will include street ministry in various cities of Spain, serving local churches, teaching kids (and training their teachers) on living a supernatural life and teaching at a discipleship/arts school.

Sweden
Sweden has been called the most secular nation in the world. The truth is that God is on the move in Sweden! There is an increasing hunger and passion in the church and the Swedish people are hungry for true love and power. Our heart for this trip is to serve the body of Christ and bless what God is doing in this beautiful nation. My team is going to pour out the Spirit in the places where God is moving. We will be ministering in churches, running conferences, and evangelizing on the streets!

Switzerland
“A nation known for being Passive will now be known for being Passionate” is what we believe God has said over the beautiful nation of Switzerland. I will be pouring into students and teaching in their ministry schools, meeting with churches and their leaders, ministering in home groups and most of all releasing the goodness of God wherever I go!!
A small team, that I get to be a part of, will go to minister both on and off the mountain to the SFC group in Laax.

**Turkey**
God is doing so much in Turkey right now, and I get to partner with Him and celebrate His Church. My leader grew up in Turkey and is excited to take a team there and partner with friends and family in the advancement of His Kingdom. The Turkish church is incredibly hungry to see God move as they go after more signs and wonders. This trip will be a ground breaking, movement creating, love and joy revolution! We will be involved in street ministry, healing the sick, visiting refugees, encouraging the Church, developing and teaching Kingdom values, and overall, recognizing and celebrating what God is doing in the land as we join the local church in all of these activities.

**VII. Australia/Oceania Trips**

**Australia**
It is my desire to impact the entire world and deposit a legacy of revival into the nations! This year I have the opportunity to impact the world through one trip. I will be partnering withYWAM in Melbourne to encourage, equip, train, and serve those being sent to the four corners of the earth into a lifestyle of intimacy and living supernaturally. This is my opportunity to empower leaders who influence the nations. I and my team will be leading city outreaches as well as open meetings for anyone in the community. This will be a life changing trip, and the orphaned will know their DAD!

**New Zealand**
This mission trip was designed to activate everything that I have been learning at Bethel with emphasis on prophetic evangelism in and out of the church. My team and I are going to be going on adventures with the Holy Spirit. I will work with the indigenous Maori people to empower and equip them in their nation, with an emphasis on fruit that remains.

**VIII. Caribbean Islands**

**Haiti**
Haiti is a country steeped in witchcraft and poverty. In the 1800's the King of Haiti dedicated the island to Satan for 200 years if he helped the King defeat French Rule...he did. That 200-year pact was up in 2004 and Haiti is ready for revival! We will be holding a revival meeting in a 20,000-seat amphitheater, speaking at the University, speaking in schools, visiting medical clinics and hospitals, treasure hunting on the streets and speaking in churches. I am hungry to see a radical outpouring of the Father's love and bring transformation to a desperate country while my team and I are in Haiti.

**Puerto Rico**
Puerto Rico is going to be a trip that will be building on the last years pioneer trip. On the trip I will be ministering at
multiple churches throughout Puerto Rico that are hungry for revival. I will also have opportunities to do various types of ministry like street evangelism and homeless ministry that will activate the gifts inside of me. I am excited for what God is doing in the lives of the Puerto Ricans!